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What is This?
An airborne smell possesses many different perceptual attributes, each of which carries a unique meaning for the smeller. Decoding these attributes—including odor valence and object quality (the perceptual basis of odor identification)—is critical for the olfactory system to guide appropriate behavioral responses, and both humans and other animals can easily discriminate these aspects of an odor stimulus. What remains less clear is how these perceptual features unfold in time. Are they processed serially, or in parallel? If they are processed serially, does the evaluation of an odor’s pleasantness precede or follow the evaluation of the odor’s quality? Answers to such questions have fundamental implications for neurobiological and psychological models of olfactory perception.

Two opposing models, one emphasizing the primacy of odor objects (object-centered approach) and the other emphasizing the primacy of odor valence (valence-centered approach), have been put forward to explain the generation of olfactory perceptual experiences (Fig. 1a; for reviews, see Gottfried, 2010; Stevenson & Boakes, 2003; Wilson & Stevenson, 2003; Yeshurun & Sobel, 2010). According to the object-centered approach, representations of odor objects are activated by comparing olfactory inputs with memory templates early in the processing sequence (Stevenson & Boakes, 2003; Wilson & Stevenson, 2006). Such activation, in turn, triggers affective systems to produce an emotional response. Recent studies provide support for the existence of objects in olfaction (Gottfried, 2010; Stevenson & Wilson, 2007; Wilson & Stevenson, 2006), but their relevance for evaluations of valence has not been empirically addressed.

A widely held view is that olfaction is an intrinsically valence-driven sensory system. According to the valence-centered approach, information on odor identity has to be reconstructed from the valence response (Haddad et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2007; Yeshurun & Sobel, 2010). Supporting this viewpoint is the finding that valence tends to dominate olfactory perception (Khan et al., 2007; Lawless, 1989; Schiffman, Musante, & Conger, 1978). Even Plato believed that “the varieties of smell have no name, . . . but they are distinguished only as painful and pleasant” (Plato, trans. 2009, p. 147). It has even been suggested that an odorant’s valence is essentially written into its physicochemical composition (Khan et al., 2007).
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The object-centered and valence-centered accounts yield fundamentally different predictions about the temporal unfolding of olfactory perception (Fig. 1a). In an object-centered model, the time needed to identify or categorize an odor on the basis of its unique quality should be faster than the time needed to identify or categorize its hedonic attributes; a valence-centered model would make the opposite prediction. Moreover, in an object-centered model, variation in odor identification or categorization times should predict variation in valence evaluation times on an odor-by-odor basis, as valence is delayed by the activation of the representation of the odor object. In contrast, the valence-centered account holds that odor identification is intrinsically difficult because of a tenuous semantic linkage between valence evaluations and specific odor names (Yeshurun & Sobel, 2010). As a consequence, semantic interference in odor identification should be observed when the perceiver is given a verbal cue for odors that are similar in valence to a target odor. Semantic interference causes delayed response times for visual stimuli (Klein, 1964; Smith & Magee, 1980) and would be expected to do the same for odor stimuli.

In two experiments, we used speeded two-alternative forced-choice tasks to test these predictions. In Experiment 1 (Fig. 1b), participants made binary evaluations of serially presented odors, reporting either whether the second odor in each pair was in the same category as the first or whether it was more pleasant than the first. This design permitted a direct time-based comparison of object-centered and valence-centered olfactory perceptual decisions. In Experiment 2, we tested whether object-specific or valence-specific template cues are used to identify odors by having participants perform an identification task in which they decided whether each presented odor matched a preceding word label. Our findings indicate that odor object evaluations precede and predict odor valence evaluations, and that object templates support odor identification. These results strongly align with object-centered models of human olfactory perception.

**Experiment 1**

**Method**

**Participants.** Eight women and 6 men (mean age = 26.8 years, SD = 5.6 years) participated in this experiment. They reported no history of cigarette smoking, breathing problems, allergies, asthma, smell or taste problems, or neurological or psychiatric illness. Participants provided informed consent to take part in the study, which was approved by the Northwestern University institutional review board.

**Materials.** A laptop computer was used to present sniff cues, binary response options, and analogue rating scales. The computer also triggered delivery of odorants through an air-dilution
olfactometer (Johnson & Sobel, 2007; Zelano, Mohanty, & Gottfried, 2011) and recorded responses and response times (RTs) from keyboard button presses. Participants wore a nasal mask for odor delivery (Phantom nasal mask, Sleepnet Corp., Hampton, NH) and a pair of breathing belts (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) that were used to record respiratory patterns during olfactory presentations (Plailly, Howard, Gitelman, & Gottfried, 2008). Eight odorants were selected from four odor object categories that varied in valence: pleasant floral odors (rose, lilac), pleasant minty odors (peppermint, wintergreen), unpleasant fuel odors (diesel/motor oil, gasoline), and unpleasant fish odors (sardine, fish flavor). Some odorants were obtained directly from their natural products (sardine oil, diesel/motor oil, gasoline), and others were obtained as flavors (fish), essential oils (rose, lilac, peppermint), or monomolecular compounds (wintergreen: methyl salicylate). Baseline ratings of these odors were obtained from the participants prior to the main experiment (scores were averaged across three ratings). These ratings confirmed that the participants accurately classified the odors as belonging to floral, minty, fuel, and fish categories, respectively, and that the odors differed predictably in valence (Figs. 2a and 2b).

Procedure. Participants made two consecutive sniffs on each trial, and were instructed to judge whether the odor presented on the second sniff belonged to the same object category as the odor presented on the first sniff (object evaluation task) or whether the second odor was more pleasant than the first odor (valence evaluation task). In this way, participants were always provided with a reference stimulus (the first odor) as the basis for their evaluation of the second odor. Sequential sniffs were separated by a delay of 4 s, and the intertrial interval was 11 s. Odor delivery was synchronized with the sniff cue (red cross-hair) and lasted for 1,000 ms. Stimulus pairs were arranged such that the second odor belonged to the same object category as the first odor on 50% of the trials (on the remaining

![Fig. 2. Perceptual ratings of the odors and sniff profiles from Experiment 1. The graphs in (a) show participants’ mean rating (with standard error) of the extent to which each of the eight odors fit each of the four odor category descriptors (floral, minty, fuel, fish). The graph in (b) shows participants’ mean rating (with standard error) of each odor’s valence. For ease of presentation, the odors are referred to in the graphs by numbers: 1 = rose; 2 = lilac; 3 = peppermint; 4 = wintergreen; 5 = diesel/motor oil; 6 = gasoline; 7 = sardine; 8 = fish flavor. The graphs in (c) show the sniff profiles (average rate of inhalation as a function of time, with standard error indicated by the dotted line) for the first and second sniffs of each trial, for both the object and the valence tasks.](image-url)
trials, the second odor was drawn from the other categories in equal proportions), and the second odor was more pleasant than the first odor on 50% of trials; these constraints ensured that there were no inherent stimulus or response differences between the tasks. There were four object evaluation blocks and four valence evaluation blocks, with 24 trials in each block; block types were presented in alternation, and block order was counterbalanced across participants. Only responses from 200 to 5,000 ms following onset of the second sniff cue were considered for analyses.

Note that because the task involved cued sniffing, experimental noise in the RTs would have arisen mainly from between-participants variation in sniff onset, as opposed to variations in odor onset or odor rise times per se. Irrespective of potential sources of random and odor-related variance, all statistical effects reported here were immune to such influences, given that the odorants and the stimulus-delivery parameters were exactly the same for the object and valence tasks.

**Data analysis.** Accuracy was defined as the proportion of responses conforming to the individually determined odor-valence levels and the category membership of the odors. RTs were measured from the onset of the second sniff cue. All RTs were log-transformed to yield normal distributions before further analyses were performed. Hypotheses were tested using repeated measures analyses of variance, with a significance level of $p < .05$, two-tailed. Rate of inhalation at the second sniff was measured on-line; these data were averaged for each individual and task using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA; see Fig. 2c for sniff profiles for both the first and second sniff). Because of technical problems, respiratory data were available from only 12 of the 14 participants.

**Results**

**Object evaluation is faster than valence evaluation in a binary task.** The critical comparison of Experiment 1 involved testing whether perceptual performance was faster and better during object evaluation than during valence evaluation. Results indicated that binary choices were significantly faster and more accurate during odor object evaluation than during valence evaluation—RT: $F(1, 13) = 15.467, p = .002, \eta^2 = .543$; accuracy: $F(1, 13) = 13.482, p = .003, \eta^2 = .509$. These effects were highly consistent across individual participants (Fig. 3). Analysis of respiration revealed comparable inspiration magnitude for the two tasks ($p = .514$).

Because the finding of slower RTs on the valence task could have been driven by trials with low accuracy, we conducted a follow-up analysis in which only trials with odors from different categories were included. Restricting the analyses to these trials increased accuracy on the valence evaluation task (from 69.6% to 80.9%) but had no effect on accuracy on the object evaluation task (from 79.5% to 80.5%), so that accuracy on the two tasks matched ($p = .91$). However, even after we excluded difficult trials to favor performance on the valence task, RTs were faster during odor object evaluations than during odor valence evaluations ($p = .037$). A related analysis equated choice type by restricting the comparison to those conditions that generated a “yes” response (i.e., odors from the same category in the case of the object evaluation task and odors that were more pleasant in the case of the valence task). Again, responses for the object evaluation task were faster ($p < .01$) and more accurate ($p = .023$) than responses for the valence evaluation task. The same profiles were observed when we restricted the comparison to those conditions that generated a “no” response (RT: $p = .002$; accuracy: $p < .001$). Taken

![Fig. 3. Behavioral data from Experiment 1: (a) log-transformed response time (RT) and (b) accuracy on the valence and object evaluation tasks. The colored lines show means for the 14 participants individually, and the black circles show group means, with error bars representing standard errors.](https://example.com/fig3.png)
together, these results suggest primacy of odor objects over valence, and thus support an object-centered model of odor perception.

**A path from object to valence?** Given the temporal precedence of odor objects, it is plausible that the valence of an odor cannot be determined without first extracting information about its object identity. According to an object-centered account, odor object evaluation is a necessary causal step linking stimulus input to valence evaluation. The implication is that RTs for object identification should systematically predict RTs for valence evaluation. To test this prediction, we constructed a two-level hierarchical regression model (using all trials) that predicted RT on the valence evaluation task from RT on the object evaluation task on an odor-by-odor basis (Table 1). The first-level model controlled for subject- and odor-related differences (Bland & Altman, 1995). The second-level model assessed the unique effects of the rated valence difference between the first and second odor in each trial and the RT from the same trial-wise odor pair in the object evaluation task. The results showed that object-evaluation RTs significantly predicted valence-evaluation RTs ($\beta = 0.196, p < .001$). In other words, there was a systematic temporal relationship between object and valence evaluation, such that longer object-evaluation RTs were associated with correspondingly longer valence-evaluation RTs. This analysis also demonstrated that smaller valence differences between odors predicted slower valence-evaluation RTs ($\beta = -0.219, p < .001$), a pattern consistent with a task-difficulty effect; it was easier to evaluate relative valence for odors differing more strongly along this dimension.

**Experiment 2**

Together, the results from Experiment 1 indicate that odor valence decisions are delayed by the time it takes to identify the object quality of an odor, as well as by the perceptual similarity of the valence of the compared odors. These findings are consistent with object-centered accounts of odor perception. In a second experiment, we investigated whether the rapid matching of odors to labels is influenced by perceptual odor templates, and whether such matching is susceptible to interference effects from odor valence similarity. If the latter were true, this would provide independent evidence for valence-guided odor identification.

**Method**

**Participants.** An independent group of 20 participants (12 women, 8 men; mean age = 23.7 years, $SD = 2.3$ years) with no reported olfactory or health impairments consented to take part in this experiment, which was approved by the Northwestern University institutional review board.

**Materials.** The stimulus set consisted of eight familiar, moderately intense odorants that were selected to systematically vary in valence and edibility: lemon, almond, garlic, fish, rose, wood, gasoline, and marker pen. Before the experiment, participants rated the valence of the odors. Some odorants were obtained directly from their natural products (gasoline, garlic), and others were obtained as flavors (fish), essential oils (lemon, almond, rose, wood), or monomolecular compounds (marker pen: n-butanol). A laptop computer was used for stimulus presentation and for triggering the olfactometer for odor delivery. Breathing belts were used to measure respiratory patterns throughout the experiment.

**Baseline odor testing.** Prior to the main experiment, participants were tested for odor detection thresholds (Sniffin’ Sticks, Burghard Instruments, Wedel, Germany; Hummel, Sekinger, Wolf, Pauli, & Kobal, 1997). Across participants, detection thresholds (16 is the highest possible score) were in the normal range (minimum = 7.25, maximum = 16.00; $M = 13.51, SD = 2.42$). Participants also provided baseline ratings of the eight odors used in the main task, evaluating their intensity, pleasantness, familiarity, edibility, and perceptual quality (i.e., how well they corresponded to their word labels). These ratings were made on continuous visual analogue scales presented on the computer. The scales ranged from $-10$ to $+10$. Each odor was evaluated three times on each of the scales. The procedure was self-paced, with each new trial starting 5 s after the previous rating. The arithmetic mean was calculated for each participant and type of evaluation.

**Identification task.** On each trial in the main task, a word label was presented during a 3-s countdown preceding the delivery of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level and predictor</th>
<th>$\Delta R^2$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>-0.116</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>.115</td>
<td>-0.219</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence difference between the two odors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object-evaluation response time</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Response Times in the Valence Evaluation Task in Experiment 1
a single odorant for 1,000 ms; as in Experiment 1, delivery of the odorant was synchronized with the presentation of a sniff cue (red crosshair). Participants were instructed to indicate by button press, as quickly as possible, whether each odor corresponded to the preceding label. The word labels were presented in the following format: “Odor: _____?” with the blank being replaced by “Lemon,” “Almond,” “Garlic,” “Fish,” “Rose,” “Wood,” “Gasoline,” or “Marker Pen.” Only responses from 200 to 5,000 ms following onset of the sniff cue were considered for analyses. Each odor was presented four times, and order of presentation was randomized for each participant. On half of the trials, the label matched the presented odor. Trials were separated by an 11-s stimulus onset asynchrony to limit sensory habituation; the duration of the trial block was approximately 6 min.¹

Results

Baseline ratings. The odors used in Experiment 2 were perceived as being of high intensity (M = 5.08, SE = 0.56) and familiarity (M = 5.01, SE = 0.88), and were well matched to their word labels (i.e., were of high quality; M = 5.21, SE = 0.79). (Complete baseline ratings of odor intensity, quality, familiarity, valence, and edibility can be found in Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material available online.) Valence ratings differed significantly across odors (p < .001) and conformed to a bimodal distribution with clusters corresponding to pleasant and unpleasant stimuli (see Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material); thus, the odor stimuli varied widely along this perceptual dimension.

Object templates and valence interference. Performance on the identification task approached ceiling-level accuracy (M = 94.4%, SE = 0.8%), and all recorded responses were included in the analyses of RT. We wanted to test the hypothesis that odor identification decisions would be faster for “yes” responses when an odor was preceded by a matching label than for “no” responses when that odor was preceded by a nonmatching label. The demonstration of faster “yes” relative to “no” responses would suggest the use of odor object templates to enhance task performance, and would be compatible with an object-centered account of olfactory perception. At the same time, we wanted to examine whether valence similarity between the odor cued by the label and the perceived odor itself would interfere with performance on the identification task when the label and odor did not match, which would help to either confirm or refute the valence-centered account. For example, in a valence-centered model, it should take longer to realize that rose odor does not correspond to the cue “lemon” than to realize that rose odor does not correspond to the cue “marker pen,” because the valence responses would be more similar for rose and lemon than for rose and marker pen.

To this end, we constructed a similarity matrix by ranking cued and presented odors in terms of perceived valence, on the basis of each participant’s baseline ratings. In matching trials, cued and presented odors were identical. In nonmatching trials with similar valence of cued and presented odors, the presented odor had a rank-order distance from the cued odor of at most ±2 (in the eight-item list). Trials with a rank-order distance greater than ±2 were categorized as nonmatching trials with different valence. Trials were grouped in this way to ensure that the number of trials was balanced between the two trial types. Faster RTs on matching trials compared with nonmatching trials would be congruent with an object-centered account of odor perception. For the nonmatching identification trials, we assessed whether similar-valence trials were associated with longer RTs compared with dissimilar-valence trials, which would be congruent with a valence-centered account of odor processing (see the model in Fig. 4a). Analysis of participants’ ratings confirmed that for nonmatching trials, the valence difference between odor labels and the odors with which they were paired was indeed significantly greater on different-valence trials (e.g., marker-pen cue paired with rose odor) than on similar-valence trials (e.g., lemon cue paired with rose odor; p < .001; Fig. 4b).

The matrix projection of the observed RT data (Fig. 4c) indicated that RTs were short on matching trials, but revealed no systematic effect of valence similarity on RTs on nonmatching trials. A repeated measures analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect of trial type (matching, similar-valence nonmatching, different-valence nonmatching), F(1.28, 24.41) = 5.839, p = .017. RTs were faster on matching trials than on similar-valence trials (p = .023) and different-valence trials (p = .017), but RTs on similar- and different-valence trials did not differ (p = .811; see Fig. 4d). The findings indicate that object-specific templates can guide cued odor identification, independently of hedonic semantic information.

Discussion

The temporal cascade of events that begins with olfactory stimulation and culminates in evaluations of odor valence and identity is poorly understood. By using novel olfactory RT paradigms and regression analysis, we found that odor object processing occurs earlier than odor valence processing. Furthermore, object processing times predict valence processing times downstream, but valence similarity between an odor cue and a presented odor does not interfere at the odor identification stage. The demonstration of a priming effect for odor identification on matching trials in Experiment 2 suggests that the formation of object-specific templates may be a mechanism by which the olfactory system optimizes perceptual processing in advance of stimulus receipt (Zelano et al., 2011).

The data presented here favor an object-centered view of olfaction, at least in the context of relatively familiar odors. The new evidence that valence evaluations are relatively slow and inconsistent (see Figs. 3a and 3b) makes it highly unlikely that the valence dimension is the defining feature of olfactory percepts. Thus, odor objects are not defined by their valence, but rather activate emotional responses secondarily. Indeed,
odor object activations may function as a requisite relay for perceptual decisions concerning valence. Anatomically, to the extent that odor object representations are likely encoded in piriform cortex (Haberly, 2001; Howard, Plailly, Grueschow, Haynes, & Gottfried, 2009), it is plausible that olfactory hedonic information is extracted only downstream from piriform cortex, particularly in orbitofrontal cortex, which is the principal olfactory neocortical projection site and is strongly implicated in both animal and human models of odor valence processing and reward value coding (Anderson et al., 2003; Gottfried & Zald, 2005; O’Doherty et al., 2000; Schoenbaum & Eichenbaum, 1995).

Increasing evidence suggests that an odor’s valence might be decoded only after its quality is established. Odor novelty....

---

**Fig. 4.** Experiment 2: testing the effects of object templates and valence interference on odor object identification. The matrix in (a) shows the predicted response times (RTs) on the identification task for all levels of odor-label similarity, as determined by individual rank orderings of the labels’ and odors’ perceived valence (1 = most pleasant; 8 = most unpleasant). The color coding indicates predicted patterns in RTs. Facilitation of RTs on matching trials (blue diagonal) would be consistent with perceptual object templates playing a role in odor identification. Valence-centered models predict that valence similarity would interfere with odor identification, such that RTs would be slower for odor-label combinations more alike in valence. The graph in (b) shows the mean difference in valence ratings between odor stimuli and the odor labels with which they were paired, separately for similar-valence trials (combinations coded in red to orange in panel a) and different-valence trials (combinations coded in yellow to dark blue in panel a). Note that on matching trials (e.g., rose cue paired with rose odor), the valence difference was always 0. The matrix in (c) shows observed mean log-transformed RTs for all levels of label-odor similarity, and the bar graph in (d) presents mean RT in the identification task as a function of trial type (matching, similar valence, different valence). Error bars in (b) and (d) represent standard errors.
induces changes in facial muscle electromyographic activity and heart rate measures earlier than does odor valence (Delplanque et al., 2009). Hedonic evaluations of odors are easily influenced by semantic information (de Araujo, Rolls, Velazco, Margot, & Cayeux, 2005; Herz, 2003), but such influences apparently do not cause confusion in recognition of odor objects. Thus, cognitive factors influence perceived odor valence, but we know of no evidence that changes in valence (e.g., as caused by sensory-specific satiety; see Rolls & Rolls, 1997; Small, Zatorre, Dagher, Evans, & Jones-Gotman, 2001) impair recognition of odor objects.

In conclusion, our results support a processing model of odor perception that contrasts with key aspects of valence-centered accounts. Our model suggests that valence is not the defining feature of odor objects, but rather is evoked by these objects. A question of outstanding importance is how varying degrees of access to odor object information influence olfactory valence evaluations. Indeed, the demonstration of object-centered odor perception does not wholly preclude the existence of valence-based odor perception. The contributions of objects and valences to odor perception are likely to depend on the nature of the stimuli, as well as on individual experience. In the case of familiar, easily identifiable odors, such as those tested here, object-centered processes reliably underpin olfactory perception. However, in the case of unfamiliar odors or biologically salient chemosignals that do not readily activate object representations in memory, the olfactory system could provide direct access to affective-motivational systems to optimize behavioral responses. Future behavioral, neuroimaging, and brain-lesion research should help highlight the neuronal networks critical for implementing these perceptual mechanisms.
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Note

1. Participants also completed other tasks (odor detection, odor valence, and odor edibility) that were presented in separate blocks, though these results are not reported here.
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